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Time Allowed : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 80

note : This question paper  is of Eighty (80) marks 

 divided into three (03) sections A, B and C.  

Attempt the question contained in these section 

 According to the detailed  instructions given therein.

Section-a

  (Long Answer type Questions)

Note: Section-'A' contains four (04) long Answer type 
questions of nineteen (19) marks each. Learners 
are required to Answer two (02) Questions only.  
  (2×19=38)

1. "Browing excelled in long narrative poems." 

Comment with special reference to his "Andrea 

Del Sarto".
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2. Comment on the title of Thackeray's novel, 

Vanity  Fair.

3. Examine Carlycle's concept of Hero with  
reference to his lecture, "The Hero as Poet".

4. Draw a character sketch of Estella in Great 
Expectations.

Section-B

  (Short answer type a question)

Note: Section -B Contains Eight (08) short Answer type 

questions of Eight (08) marks each. Learners are 

required to answer only four (04) questions.  

  (4×8=32)

1. Discuss the pictorial qualities of Thennyson's 
poem "The Lotus-Esters".

2. Discuss the central theme of "The Deserted  
Garden".

3. Write makes the end of the poem "Sohrab and 
Rustum" aesthetically appealing and emotionally 
moving.
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4. Had wildeve not come to Egdon Heath, it would 

have been good  for all concerned. How would 

you justify this estimate of wildeve?

5. Comment on Nelly's role as a narrator in 
Wuthering Heights?

6. What do you know about Captain Billy Bones?

7. Write a note on J.S. Mill as a Humanist.

8. Discuss G. M. Hopkins as a sonneteer.

Section-c

(objective type question)

Note: Section-C Contains ten (10) objective type 

questions of one (01) mark each. All the questions 

of this section are compulsory.

1. What is the name of 'Ulysses' son?

2. Identify the poem from which the following lines 

have been taken:

 "I stand on the mark beside the shore/ of the 

first white pligrim's knee/ Where exile  turned to 

ancestor/And God was thanked for liberty,"
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3. To which famous Victorian poet was Elizabeth 

Barrett married?

4. Who has written the poem "Sohrab and 

Rustum"?

5. With which poet do we associate  the term"Sprung 
Rhythm"?

6. In which novel do we come across the character 
Miss Havisham?

7. How is mary Anne Evans better known as?

8. What is the name of Catherine Earnshaw's 

husband?

9. Who is the author of "Studies in the History of 

the Renaissance"?

10. In which novel do we across the character Long 

john Sliver?
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